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Lady Mary Wortley Montagu’s letters were composed during her travels with her husband Edward Wortley, who was appointed British Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire in 1716. Her correspondences with historical figures including Alexander Pope, the Abbe Conti, and Lady Mar were published in 1762 and were extremely popular during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Of this large collection of letters, her descriptions of Turkey received much attention after their publication and continue to interest contemporary critics and scholars. Numerous editions of the Letters from the Levant or Turkish Embassy Letters exist in the form of illustrated “coffee table” books and more complete volumes with extensive critical introductions. As contemporary discussions of travel, Orientalism, and postcolonial theory flourish, Montagu’s letters are often cited as examples of early women’s travel writing. From their inception the letters were described as being especially insightful since they provided a vision of the “Oriental” through the eyes of a female traveler. Mary Astell in her preface to the 1763 publication writes:

I am malicious enough to desire that the World shou’d see to how much better purpose the LADIES Travel than their LORDS; and that, whilst it is surfeited with Male Travels, all in the same Tone and stuff with the same Trifles, a LADY has the skill to strike out a New Path, and to embellish a worn out Subject with a variety of fresh and elegant Entertainment.

Montagu was introduced as engaging in a novel project, one especially unique because she was a woman. Of her many accomplishments, including the popularization of smallpox inoculations in England, Montagu is most often recognized as the first European woman to enter harems and Turkish baths and to write about them. It is these highly aestheticized descriptions which seem to have developed a legacy for Montagu. Her representations of intimate, private women’s spaces in Turkey excited and intrigued readers throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Fanny Parkes in 1850 wrote, “the perusal of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu’s work has rendered me very anxious
to visit a zenana and to become acquainted with the ladies of the East.” Later, the French painter Ingres made use of her letters to produce his Bain Turc.

Within contemporary criticism, Montagu is frequently described as an early feminist whose writings destabilize masculinist Orientalist discourse. She is especially recognized as the western woman who made the harem visible. In many discussions of Montagu, gender is highlighted as the unsettling feature which complicates her relation to established Orientalist conventions. In this article I explore the precarious and complicated space occupied by Montagu as both Orientalist and woman. I read her letters in order to examine the intersections between an emerging genre of travel writing by women and the already available and popular representations of the Orient. The letters reveal Montagu’s ambivalent relations to these representations, and provide us with an opportunity to examine the emerging constructions of race, gender, and ethnicity in the eighteenth century.

Before approaching the texts themselves, I would like to explore current reception of the Turkish Embassy Letters. Just as older collections of the letters enticed readers with embellished illustrations and descriptions, recent editions of the letters continue to frame the letters with exotic visual and textual cues. For example, Christopher Pick’s 1988 edition titled Embassy to Constantinople includes several reproductions of odalisque paintings, European representations of harem life and “portraits” of Turkish men and women painted by European artists. The popularized image of Lady Mary Montagu in her “Turkish habit,” attributed to the painter Charles Philips and reproduced often as a frontispiece to older editions, is again displayed in Pick’s edition as readers approach the section titled “Journey to Turkey.” In older and newer editions, Montagu is celebrated as an early woman writer who was able to identify with women of other cultures. In her 1993 introduction to Turkish Embassy Letters, Anita Desai mentions Montagu’s “ability to study an alien culture according to its own values” and suggests that “she was not inclined to exaggerate, and did not color her accounts with dramatic effects.” In some recent criticism on Montagu emphasis is placed on her distance from “mainstream” Orientalist discourse with this distance predicated on and guaranteed by Montagu’s gender. Being a woman becomes in this criticism both a metaphor for “the good,” and “the culturally sympathetic,” as Sara Suleri has noted with respect to British India. The frequently quoted Joseph Lew spends time articulating “Lady Mary’s female vision” and its relationship to “the intertextual space of male Orientalism.” Lew also describes Montagu as an important “first feminist” and argues that her ideas and writings constitute a subversion of Orientalist discourse and patriarchy. He writes, “Her description of how Oriental women subverted order anticipated by two hundred fifty years, the work of feminists such as Mernissi and Abu-Lughod.”

Lisa Lowe also discusses Montagu’s identification with Turkish female society as invoking “an emergent feminist discourse.”

We must refrain from categorizing Montagu as an early feminist sympathetic to the concerns of “other” women without recognizing the fraught assumptions of early
British feminism. The growth of feminist discourses in Britain in the enlightenment does not take place in a vacuum but alongside other cultural, economic, and social forces.\textsuperscript{10} By comparing Montagu to feminists like Mernissi, Lew covers over the complicated ways her letters functioned historically. Lew’s comments presume a model of Western feminism unaffected by British imperialism. In her discussion of British feminism’s relationship to empire, Antoinette Burton claims:

Examining the ways in which feminism produced a colonized female Other across a variety of its public discourses demonstrates that British feminism’s imperial concerns were not idiosyncratic, but permeated the whole fabric of feminist ideology and indeed that British feminist’s identity as feminists depended upon convictions about the cultural, political and racial superiority of all Britons.\textsuperscript{11}

Here Burton reminds us that during this period, travel narratives functioned to sediment differences between western and non-western women.\textsuperscript{12} As crucial fragments of eighteenth century discourse on the Orient, Montagu’s letters are troubled as much by issues of race, ethnicity, class, and nationality as they are by gender.

I read the letters to question how implicitly Montagu contributes to and is implicated within the structures of Orientalist discourses and rising colonialist ideologies. As a woman writer marginalized from the “mainstream” of literary production, Montagu makes use of the Oriental space to “authorize” her own representations. The space of the bath is particularly useful for her purposes since it is the space that male travel writers cannot enter. The confining spaces within which she situates her subjects—the space of the harem or bath and the space beneath the veil—are not only metaphors for her own confined authorial space. They are also central to the notions of Eastern femininity which pervade her letters.

Montagu evokes the sense of a community of women by making Turkish women the primary subjects of her \textit{Turkish Embassy Letters}. Her representations of this community are, however, heavily influenced by already functioning masculinist and Orientalist assumptions and literary conventions. She appeals to these assumptions and conventions to express her impressions and to assert her authority as a writer and observer. She assumes the role of ethnographer, one which she recognizes as a position of power. Her letters indicate that she was aware of her position as an observer and reporter of a different, already “curious” space; she repeatedly acknowledges that these lands and the people in them are somehow different. Throughout her \textit{Turkish Embassy Letters}, she refers to previous travelers who have depicted this part of the world, both to complement their representations and to legitimate her own. When describing the “embellishments” of the East, she is reminded of the \textit{Arabian Nights}, at the time one of the most pervasive and well known authoritative texts on the Orient, and comments, “You forget, dear sister, those very tales were written by an author of this country, and (excepting the enchantments) \textit{are a real representation of manners here}”.\textsuperscript{13} (emphasis
Montagu's authority relies on the fact that the differences described in texts like the *Arabian Nights* are real. Her aim is to offer her readers an image which, like the *Arabian Nights*, can capture their imaginations and sustain the “authenticity” of the differences she describes. To succeed in such a venture, Montagu presents the differences between the culture she is representing and her own as inherent and essential. The wider and more fantastic these differences are, the more they contribute to the value of her letters.

Of the many letters compiled in the Turkish Embassy collection, Montagu’s letters to Lady Mar and Lady Rich recounting her visit to the Turkish baths in Adrianople has received the most critical attention. These letters are good examples of how the discourse of Orientalism is unevenly traversed by particular conceptions of race and gender. Dated April 1, 1717, the letters demonstrates Montagu’s fascination with and aestheticization of the secluded space of the women’s bath. Her choice of this locale is revealing. It satisfies her own and her readers’ curiosity to see what has not yet been seen.

Her choice of describing this particular locale in order to represent the activities of women in the East is particularly interesting since the notion of harems already existed as the primary literary and visual signifiers of the Orient. Harems and baths were and continue to be some the most sustained metaphors of Eastern sexuality and mentality. Conglomerating notions of pleasure and danger, desire and fantasy, the inner space of the bath or harem were the most impenetrable, but most fetishistically charged locale for men, particularly white men. In his “The Eroticized Orient: Images of the Harem in Montesquieu and his Precursors,” Ali Behdad mentions how,

> The harem as a prevalent literary topos came to signify boundless oriental passion within its secluded space, behind its closed doors and curtained windows. What makes this fictional institution attractive to the “European imagination” and significant to its vision of the Orient is the way in which the harem can incorporate within itself the two principle themes or stereotypes associated with the Oriental, namely, her lustful sensuality and his inherently violent nature.

Similarly, Billie Melman describes how,

> …in the Western imagination, the *hammam* came to apotheosize the sensual, effeminate Orient. Never actually penetrated by male travelers, the women’s public baths were identified as the *loci sensuales* in the erotically charged landscape of the Orient. For the female bathers combined two of the oriental woman's traditional characteristics: over-sexuality and the easterner's propensity towards indolence.
Behdad has argued that by entering the “secret realm” of the women’s harem Montagu dismantles the seclusionary nature of the space itself and disrupts its very existence as a space of fantasy. He writes, “The fact that Lady Mary was able to enter the harem seems to have cleared away all the repressive fantasies that one finds in the discourse of male Orientalists.” While Montagu’s entrance into this space may have cleared away some of the previous notions of it as a space of fantasy and desire, I would argue that breaking down this barrier of concealment is not enough. There are numerous elements in this letter which reveal Montagu’s uneasy relations to the spaces and to the women she encounters. In fact, Montagu’s constructions of these spaces continues to be influenced by the very representations she hopes to debunk.

“I am now got into a new world where everything I see appears to me a change of scene,” writes Montagu in the first line of her letter to Lady Rich. Her visit to Adrianople, “one of the most beautiful towns in the Turkish Empire and famous for it’s hot baths,” was indeed a novel experience. Montagu’s impressions of Turkey and its inhabitants will be filtered through this visit, especially through her experiences in the Turkish baths. David Spurr examined in his *The Rhetoric of Empire* travel writers’ and colonizers’ relations to the new lands and people they encountered. Spurr writes:

> In the face of what may appear as a vast cultural and geographic blankness, colonization is a form of self inscription on the lives of people who are conceived of as an extension of the landscape. For the colonizer as for the writer, it becomes a question of establishing authority through the demarcation of identity and difference.

Similarly, Montagu’s perceptions of Turkish women will be inextricably linked to the landscape of the baths. The nature of all Turkish women will be discerned from her impressions of what takes place in the baths. As a consequence, the baths become for Montagu and others to follow, the most available signifiers of Turkish women, and by extension, of all Turkish life and activity. Montagu’s descriptions of the baths and of the women she encounters are clearly relational. She also leaves no doubt about the referential points of all her descriptions. She is sympathetic towards Turkish women’s moral stature and respectability to the extent that they conform to the good conduct and morality of her compatriots. She writes, “As to their Morality or good Conduct, I can say like Arlequin, ’tis just as ’tis with you, and the Turkish Ladys don’t commit one sin the less for not being Christians.” She is fascinated by their freedoms and their openness towards one another, and she describes the bath as the equivalent of a coffee house in England, a place from which women were excluded.

Montagu narrates her visit to the baths as “a sight as you never saw in your Life and what no book of travells could inform you of,” because “Tis no less than Death for a Man to be found in one of these places.” As a woman, Montagu was destined to give us
a glimpse of what no other travel writer had previously described. The physical absence of men form this enclosed and guarded female space is countered, however, by the presence of masculinist themes and conventions of representation which taint Montagu's notions of Turkish femininity. Cynthia Lowenthal in her article “The Veiled Romance: Lady Mary's Embassy Letters” describes how the Monthly Review appreciated the “masculine” character of Lady Mary’s prose, and quotes that “there are no prettinesses, no Ladyisms in these natural, easy familiar Epistles.” While I would disagree that these are “natural,” “easy,” and “familiar” epistles, the focus in this review on the “masculine” nature of these letters raises the following question: What constitutes the masculine character of Lady Mary’s letters?

I propose that Montagu’s impressions and letters were already deeply inscribed by male Orientalist notions of what it meant to see and to write about “Oriental” subjects and spaces. As Billie Melman argues, “The explorer’s gaze, however, had been generically and literally, man’s gaze. For until the eighteenth century, travel outside Europe was a male experience.” Montagu’s reference to the portrait painter Jervas during her description of the bath scene is a perfect example of how her spectatorship and authorship cannot escape the influences of English racial and patriarchal authority. She “secretly” wishes that “Mr. Jervas could have been there invisible” and comments:

> it would have very much improved his art, to see so many fine women naked, in different postures, some in conversation, some working, others drinking coffee or sherbet, and many negligently lying on their cushions while their slaves (generally pretty girls of seventeen or eighteen) were employed in braiding their hair in several pretty fancies.

Montagu’s reference to Jervas reveals the ways in which she is conscious of a male audience. Jervas effectively represents the physically absent yet symbolically present male figure. This “secret” and “invisible” presence also increases and makes manifest the erotic and exotic charge of the space of the baths as the objects of a voyeur’s gaze.

Far from contesting stereotypical constructs of Eastern femininity and sexuality, Montagu’s description of the women’s baths ultimately confirms established and troubling notions. Her primary mode of representing Eastern femininity, a detailed and elaborate description of their beauty and adornment, contributes to these representations. She is amazed by their “skins shinningly white,” their “beautiful hair divided into many tresses,” and their “civility and beauty.” This emphasis on the “feminine picturesque,” on the visually appealing nature of Turkish femininity, figures as Montagu’s attempt to alleviate more obvious notions of difference. Her aestheticization of the figures works, however, against this since it takes place within a romanticized and idealized space of illusion. Montagu’s tone of amazement and her references to the impossibility of such beauty confirm that the spaces and women she describes are always also the products of her fantasies and wishes. I do not mean to assume that the “beauty”
and "civility" that she sees and writes about are necessarily imagined or consciously exaggerated. Rather, I read Montagu’s letters as determined by a masculinist and colonial Orientalist discourse that influences and guides her textual response to her visual experience.27 As such, her descriptions are symptomatic of her ambivalent position within a discourse which requires her to depict the racial "other" against the gendered "same."28

Montagu’s *Turkish Embassy Letters* provide a historical angle to view the relationship between emergent European feminisms and colonial desire. Her letters display the ways in which gendered, racial, national, and class differences complicate and interrupt narratives of eighteenth century Orientalism. They also confirm that the authority of female travel writers at this historical moment was their uses of established Orientalist and masculinist representational strategies. While I argue that Montagu confronts a range of discursive pressures and constraints in her letters, largely imposed by a masculinist discourse, I refrain from confining her critically within a predominant Orientalist frame. It is the unstable and ambiguous qualities of her letters which provide a space to explore the complexities of emerging Orientalisms and feminisms. The most challenging feature of her letters is precisely the difficulty of situating and interpreting them through fixed categories of identification. This is why I find it important to challenge contemporary readings of Montagu which readily designate her writings as "feminist" or anti-imperialist. We must consider how constructions of gender by Montagu and other early travel writers have influenced the undercurrents and intersections of current global feminisms before we celebrate them as "protofeminists" and in turn as culturally sympathetic. As we assess and critique these texts, however "post-colonial" or "feminist" we assume they may be, we need to refrain from assigning metaphors and categories to history without considering the complicated textual, spatial, and cultural intersections within it.
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